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Using technology
to boost collaboration
David Casado, Legal Counsel & Compliance Officer

The legal department relied on several methods for storing and
managing contracts, cases and corporate information
Contracts were stored in a tool that was not specifically designed for the legal
department, and not used by all the contract administrators within the company.
Therefore, the legal team was unable to identify and locate all the contracts
quickly, exposing the company to risks. They realized that centralising all their
documents in a reliable tool would be key to staying on top of legal obligations.
Cases and corporate documents were stored in shared drives, that had to be
updated manually, so the legal team wasted considerable time in managing
those files.

Onboarding was easy
A consultant from the Legisway team had a kick-off call to help the team define
the requirements and how to set up Legisway to best suit their way of working.
David worked directly with Legisway and received regular updates on the
configuration throughout the onboarding phase.

Key corporate information is visible and readily available
Luxair’s Legal team is now able to generate reports and detailed organisational
charts to visualise the company’s structure at a certain point in time. They have
a clear view on key information like subsidiaries, appointments, or external
participations, that can be easily shared with other stakeholders if needed.

Legisway Essentials has increased productivity across the
organisation
Before using Legisway Essentials, departments were working in silos. Each
department would email the legal department with requests for information or
to access contract templates. Now that all the information is stored and updated
regularly within Legisway, Luxair’s legal team can share accurate business
information, and grant colleagues access to specific files. Everyone saves time.

The bottom line: Collaboration with the business has improved
The legal department was heavily dependent on paper-based processes. Now,
they have leveraged Legisway to digitalise their contract workflow. This enables
the legal department to be involved in due time during contract negotiations.
Not only has this fostered more effective collaboration with the operational
teams, but the legal department can now focus on strategic and high-value
work, while retaining oversight on all the day-to-day activities.

It used to take my team one hour to
scan and enter the contract data in
the old tool. It only takes about five
minutes with Legisway Essentials.
The Legisway team really took
the time to understand our
requirements - we wanted a
simple, easy-to-use tool that would
support our small legal team in
our day-to-day operations, and we
wanted to give colleagues in other
departments access to certain types
of information.
Legisway Essentials is so intuitive
and user-friendly. The organisational
chart is great for presenting the
company’s structure visually in
a way that’s easy for all internal
stakeholders to understand.
Since detailed information is
stored in one place that’s easy to
access, we are able to provide more
valuable advice to all stakeholders.

Discover how Legisway Essentials can work for your business. Schedule a demo
Schedule
today:
wolterskluwer.com/en-gb/solutions/legisway/demo-request
a demo today: legisway.wolterskluwer.de/en/request-a-demo
Or call: (UK) +44 2033 181087
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